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WASTE
Waste must be sorted and dropped at the waste stations in the area.

Food and other bio-waste must be put in the green bags distributed by 
Middelfart Kommune.

Remaining waste must be sorted and put in the applicable containers for different types 
of waste. Follow the advise on the containers.

Baaring Ege is a special leisure area of natural beauty. 
”It is not permitted to build a holiday home area in a forest  - but it is allowed to plant 
a forest in a holiday home area”, said architect Axel Henriksen in 1964 when the area 
took form

The area covered by Baaring Ege naturally consists of a number of hills stretching from 
land towards Båring Vig (Båring Bay). Where possible, the roads are situated on the hills 
surrounded by oak woodlands. The homes are placed in such a way that as many as 
possible have sea view, and so that common green areas lie undeveloped, and reserved 
for communal use.
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From Baaring Ege it is only a short distance to:

Middelfart 12 km
Bogense 12 km
Fredericia 24 km
Koldimg 28 km
Odense 45 km
Vejle 48 km
Givskud 49 km
Billund 73 km
Givskud 49 km
Billund 73 km

Shopping close by:

Båring/Asperup 3 km
Brenderup 4 km
Nr. Aaby 7 km

Access to the beach is only possible on foot
-follow the yellow routes on the map.

There is access for all residents to the 
communal green areas between the roads.

No motorized traffic and parking in the 
communal green areas.

Public parking and leisure space can be 
found in the western area along Skyttevej.

Permanent parking of caravans is not 
permitted all across Baaring Ege.

Keep dogs on a lead throughout the area.

Avoid noise in the evenings.

It is forbidden to use fireworks all across 
Baaring Ege, we have many thatched
houses.
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